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Event-related potentials (ERP) have provided crucial data concerning the time course of psychological processes, but the neural mechanisms producing ERP components remain poorly understood. This study continues a program of research in which we investigated the neural basis of attention-related ERP components by simultaneously recording intracranially and extracranially from macaque monkeys. Here, we compare the timing of attentional selection by the macaque homologue of the human N2pc component (m-N2pc) with the timing of selection in the frontal eye field (FEF), an attentional-control structure believed to influence posterior visual areas thought to generate the N2pc. We recorded FEF single-unit spiking and local field potentials (LFP) simultaneously with the m-N2pc in monkeys performing an efficient pop-out search task. We assessed how the timing of attentional selection depends on task demands by direct comparison to a previous study of inefficient search in the same monkeys (i.e., finding a T among Ls). Target selection by FEF spikes, LFPs and the m-N2pc was earlier during efficient, pop-out search than during inefficient search. The timing and magnitude of selection in all three signals varied with set size during inefficient, but not efficient search. During pop-out search, attentional selection was evident in FEF spiking and LFP before the m-N2pc, following the same sequence observed during inefficient search. These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that feedback from FEF modulates neural activity in posterior regions that appear to generate the m-N2pc even when competition for attention among items in a visual scene is minimal.

Event-related potentials (ERPs) provide crucial information on the timing of specific cognitive operations (Luck 2005). Attention-related ERPs can track shifts in attentional allocation in humans processing complex scenes (Woodman and Luck 1999; 2003). Specifically, the N2pc component provides an index of
attentional allocation across the visual field (Luck and Hillyard 1994a; b), but a thorough investigation into the neural mechanisms that generate the N2pc is precluded by the difficulty in obtaining intracranial recordings from human subjects. Current source density and source estimation procedures suggest that the N2pc is generated by attentional modulations in posterior visual regions (Boehler et al. 2011; Hopf et al. 2004; Hopf et al. 2000; Luck and Hillyard 1994a), but these methods are under-constrained without intracranial data (Helmholtz 1853; Luck 2005; Nunez and Srinivasan 2006) and cannot resolve hypotheses concerning the influence of more distal regions that drive the underlying neural generator.

We have addressed this methodological shortcoming by simultaneously recording ERPs with intracranial signals in non-human primates (Woodman 2011). We recently identified a macaque homologue of the N2pc component, termed the m-N2pc, which is a relative positivity contralateral to an attended item (Cohen et al. 2009a; Heitz et al. 2010; Woodman et al. 2007). The human N2pc was originally hypothesized to be due to feedback from attentional-control structures because of its relatively long latency and sensitivity to task-demands (Luck and Hillyard 1994a), but until recently it has been impossible to test this hypothesis directly. ERPs lack the spatial resolution to distinguish the attention-related modulations in visual cortex from control structures in frontal cortex thought to drive those modulations. This has lead to controversy about the degree to which the N2pc reflects bottom-up versus top-down attentional signals (Eimer and Kiss 2010; Theeuwes 2010). Having established a homologous
component in monkeys, we can test this hypothesis using targeted, invasive procedures that are impossible in healthy humans.

The frontal eye field (FEF) is a region of prefrontal cortex thought to be involved in attentional control. FEF single-unit spiking and local field potentials (LFP) evolve to identify the location of behaviorally-relevant search targets (Bichot and Schall 1999; Cohen et al. 2009a; Cohen et al. 2009b; Monosov et al. 2008; Sato et al. 2001; Thompson and Bichot 2005), whether or not a saccade is generated (Thompson et al. 1997; Thompson et al. 2005). For this reason, FEF has been identified with a salience map that guides attentional deployment (Thompson and Bichot 2005), possibly via projections to extrastriate visual cortex (Anderson et al. 2011; Ninomiya et al. 2011; Pouget et al. 2009). The role of FEF in top-down attentional control is further supported by the effects of FEF microstimulation on activity in extrastriate visual cortex (Ekstrom et al. 2008; Moore and Armstrong 2003). Thus, FEF is a prime candidate for an attentional-control structure that could drive the neural generator of the N2pc.

We recently found that FEF neurons and LFPs select the location of search targets before the m-N2pc during an inefficient visual search task (Cohen et al. 2009a). This result is consistent with the hypothesis that feedback from FEF participates in driving the putative posterior generator of the m-N2pc. This hypothesis is also supported by intracranial recordings demonstrating that attentional selection occurs in prefrontal cortex before LIP (Buschman and Miller 2007), V4 (Zhou and Desimone 2010) and IT (Monosov et al. 2010) during attentionally-demanding tasks. However, it is not clear how this timing depends
on task demands. For example, one study has found that the ordering of
selection across cortex depends on search difficulty (Buschman and Miller 2007),
which could influence the timing of the N2pc relative to FEF. In addition, a recent
study reported an N2pc in response to a task-irrelevant singleton (Hickey et al.,
2006), suggesting that this component may not depend on top-down influences.
Moreover, some theories of visual attention propose that efficient search for a
target defined by a single feature can be performed pre-attentively (Treisman and
Gelade, 1980). Thus, it could be the case that the onset of the N2pc followed
attentional selection in FEF because the task required explicit top-down control,
but the same may not hold true during efficient search tasks.

To determine the degree to which the timing of selection in FEF and the m-
N2pc depends on attentional demands, we recorded ERPs from monkeys
performing an efficient pop-out visual search task simultaneously with FEF
single-unit activity and LFPs. The experimental protocol, analytical and statistical
methods, and monkeys were the same as those used in a previous report on
attentional selection during inefficient T versus L search to allow for direct
comparison across studies (Cohen et al. 2009a). If these three signals reflect the
timing of attentional allocation, then the timing of selection should modulate with
set size when search is inefficient, but not when search is efficient. In addition, if
efficient search requires feedback from the saliency map of FEF to the neural
generator of the m-N2pc, then we would expect selection in FEF to precede or
coincide with the m-N2pc as was observed during inefficient search. We would
also expect to see trial-by-trial correlations between FEF activity and the m-N2pc.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Behavioral tasks and recordings

Recording procedure. We simultaneously recorded neuronal spikes, LFPs, and the extracranial electroencephalogram (EEG) from two male macaques (*Macaca radiata*, identified as Q and S). Monkeys were surgically implanted with a head post, a subconjunctive eye coil, and recording chambers during aseptic surgery under isoflurane anesthesia. Antibiotics and analgesics were administered postoperative. All surgical and experimental procedures were in accordance with the National Institute of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved by the Vanderbilt Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Neurons and LFPs were recorded from the right and left FEF of both monkeys using tungsten microelectrodes (2-4 MΩ, FHC) and were referenced to a guide tube in contact with the dura. All FEF recordings were acquired from the rostral bank of the arcuate sulcus at sites where saccades were evoked with low-intensity electrical microstimulation (<50 μA; Bruce et al. 1985). Spikes were sampled at 40 kHz and LFPs were sampled at 1 kHz. LFPs were band-pass filtered between 0.2 and 300 Hz and amplified using a Plexon HST/8o50-G1 head-stage. LFPs were baseline corrected using the average voltage during the window from 100 to 0 ms before array presentation. Spikes were sorted online using a time-amplitude window discriminator and offline using principal component analysis and template matching (Plexon Inc.). We generated spike
density functions by convolving each spike train with a kernel resembling a postsynaptic potential (Thompson et al. 1996).

Following the method of Woodman et al. (2007), we recorded ERPs from gold skull electrodes implanted 1 mm into the skull. Electrodes were located at approximately T5/T6 in the human 10-20 system scaled to the macaque skull. EEG signals were sampled at 1 kHz and filtered between 0.7 and 170 Hz. A frontal EEG electrode (approximating human Fz) was used as the reference for the lateral, posterior EEG signals.

**Behavioral tasks.** The monkeys performed a pop-out visual search task and a memory-guided saccade task, the latter allowed for the classification of different cell types. All tasks began with the monkey fixating a central white spot for ~500 ms. In the pop-out visual search task (see Figure 1A), the fixation point changed from a filled to an unfilled white square (10.3 cd/m^2) simultaneously with the presentation of a colored target and one, three, or seven distractors of the opposite color. The number of distractors varied randomly across trials. Targets and distractors were either red (CIE chromaticity coordinates x = 0.620, y = 0.337) or green (CIE x = 0.289, y = 0.605). The target and distractor color remained constant throughout the session and target color was varied across sessions. The monkey was rewarded for making a single saccade to the location of the target within 2000 ms of array presentation and fixating that target for 500 ms.

Each neuron was also recorded during a memory-guided saccade task to distinguish visual- from movement-related activity (Bruce and Goldberg 1985;
Hikosaka and Wurtz 1983). In this task, a target (filled gray disk) was presented for 100 ms at one of eight isoeccentric locations equally spaced around the fixation spot at 10° eccentricity. The animal was required to maintain fixation for 400-800 ms (uniform distribution) after the target presentation. After the fixation point changed from a filled square to an unfilled square, the monkeys were rewarded for making a saccade to the remembered location of the target and maintaining fixation at that remembered location for 500 ms.

We also analyzed previously published FEF neurons, FEF LFPs, and the m-N2pc recorded from the same monkeys during an inefficient visual search (Figure 1B; Cohen et al. 2009a; Cohen et al. 2009b; Woodman et al. 2008). The task was identical to the pop-out search task described above except that monkeys searched for a target defined by form (T or L in one of four orientations) among distractors (Ls or Ts, respectively). Target identity varied across sessions. Analytical and procedural methods were identical for data collected during both tasks. This allowed us to perform statistical comparisons between our new data collected during pop-out search and previously published data collected during inefficient search.

Data analysis

Neuron classification. We identified task-related neurons and LFPs by comparing activity to the baseline period 50 ms before presentation of the array. A neuron or LFP signal was classified as visually responsive if activity (discharge rate or voltage) was significantly different from baseline in the interval 50-200 ms
following stimulus presentation during the memory-guided saccade task and in
the interval 50-150 ms during search (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, $P < 0.05$). A
neuron or LFP was classified as *saccade-related* if activity was significantly
different from baseline in the interval -100 to 100 ms relative to saccade initiation
for all tasks. Unless otherwise noted, our analyses focused on visually-
responsive units with or without saccade-related modulation because these are
the neurons known to represent visual salience (Bichot and Schall 1999; Sato et
al. 2001; Thompson and Bichot 2005) and likely to project to posterior visual
areas thought to generate the N2pc (Gregoriou et al. 2012; Pouget et al. 2009;
Thompson et al. 1996). Of the 102 total neurons we recorded, 84 neurons (82%)
exhibited significant visual responses. Of the 141 total LFP sites we recorded,
133 LFPs (94%) exhibited significant visual responses. Of the 84 sites in which
visually responsive neurons were recorded, 81 (96%) also exhibited visually-
responsive LFPs. Thus, the sample size was 81 for the paired comparisons of
simultaneously recorded neurons, LFPs, and ERPs. Of the 99 visually-
responsive LFP sites in which neurons were concurrently recorded, 18 neurons
(18%) did not exhibit visual responses.

*Selection time.* We used a “neuron-antineuron” approach to determine the
selection time when the target location could be reliably discriminated in single-
unit spiking, LFPs, and ERPs (Britten et al. 1992; Thompson et al. 1996). The
onset of the m-N2pc component is identified as the time when ERPs recorded at
posterior lateralized electrodes become different based on the location of the
attended target item (i.e., selection time). Here, the selection time is defined as
the time at which the distribution of activity when the search target is inside a 
receptive field is significantly greater than the distribution of activity when the 
target is opposite the receptive field for 10 consecutive milliseconds with a 
conservative $\alpha$ value of 0.01 (Wilcoxon rank-sum test). These criteria are 
identical to a previous report (Cohen et al. 2009a). For all signals, we defined 
the receptive field (or preferred location) as the three adjacent target locations in 
which the firing rate or voltage modulation maximally deviated from baseline. To 
ensure that our results were not the artifact of the orientation of the corneoretinal 
potential that changed during the saccade (Godlove et al. 2011b), we also 
computed selection time with signals aligned on saccade initiation. Only signals 
which selected the target >20ms before saccade initiation were included in this 
analysis.

For direct comparison with a previous study, we also estimated selection time 
by a running an ANOVA at each millisecond following target presentation 
(Monosov et al. 2008). The resulting p-value gave the probability that the activity 
did not vary across target locations. The selection time was the first millisecond 
that the p-value dropped below 0.05 before continuing past 0.001 and remaining 
below 0.05 for 20 out of 25 subsequent milliseconds. This ensured that 
differences across studies cannot be explained by differences in analytical 
methods. This method also ensures that our results are not due to our definition 
of receptive fields.

We also computed population selection times based on all 102 FEF single-
units, 141 LFPs, and the m-N2pc conditionalized on whether the target was
contralateral or ipsilateral to the hemisphere over which the signal was recorded.

This approach is more similar to human electrophysiological studies in which the N2pc is identified by averaging the waveforms from the posterior lateralized electrodes based on whether attention is allocated to the contralateral or ipsilateral visual field. This included neurons and LFP with and without significant visual responses and with both contralateral and ipsilateral preferred locations. Since the average firing rates of cortical neurons vary markedly, we normalized responses between 0 and 1 by subtracting the minimum response and dividing by the range so that variability across recording sites didn’t inflate selection times. The population selection time is defined as the time when the distributions of activity when the target is contralateral and ipsilateral significantly diverge for 10 consecutive milliseconds with $\alpha = 0.01$ (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

Here, the distribution is across neurons and recording sites, whereas individual selection times were based on the distribution across trials. All signals were truncated at saccade.

**Magnitude of selection.** We quantified the magnitude of selection as the difference in response magnitude when the target or a distractor was in the receptive field (preferred location) for each signal. For spiking activity, the magnitude of selection was computed as the difference in average normalized firing rate from 125 to 200 ms after the array presentation. For LFPs and the m-N2pc, the magnitude of selection was computed as the integral of the voltage in the same time window divided by the length of the window (Cohen et al. 2009a). All signals were truncated at saccade.
Set size effects. To assess how RT, selection time, and magnitude of selection depended on set size and search efficiency, we fit a multiple linear regression model of the form,

\[ y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 s + \beta_2 e, \]

where the independent variable, \( y \), is the mean RT for each session, or the selection time and magnitude of selection for each single-unit, LFP, or ERP. The predictor \( s \) is the set size (in items) and the predictor \( e \) is a dummy variable representing search efficiency (0 = efficient, 1 = inefficient). We assessed whether the coefficient \( \beta_1 \) was significantly different from zero to test for significant set size effects. We assessed whether the coefficient, \( \beta_2 \), was significantly different from zero to test for a significant effect of search efficiency.

Visual response latency. The latency of the visual response was determined by comparing baseline activity to activity during a ms-by-ms sliding window starting at array presentation. For FEF spiking activity and LFPs, the visual onset was the time when activity first became significantly different from baseline and remained significant for 10 consecutive ms (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, \( p < 0.01 \)). For ERPs, we required significance to be maintained for 30 consecutive ms to eliminate false alarms indicated by bimodality in the distribution and visual inspection.

Trial-by-trial correlations of spike rate, LFP, and ERP amplitude. We computed the Pearson correlation coefficient between the trial-by-trial amplitude modulation of simultaneously recorded neurons, LFPs, and ERPs. We used only signals that selected the target in these analyses. For spiking activity, amplitude
was computed as the average firing rate in the window from 150 ms after the array presentation until saccadic response to exclude the nonselective initial visual response. For LFPs, amplitude was computed as the integral of the voltage in the same time window divided by the length of the window. We compared simultaneously recorded neurons and LFPs that were recorded from the same electrode or spaced ~1 mm apart. For comparison with a previous study (Cohen et al. 2009a), the ERP amplitude was first computed as the integral of the voltage in the same time window divided by the length of the time window. However, it is possible for this method to yield spurious correlations due to common noise picked up at the frontal reference. As a control, we also computed the ERP amplitude as the integral of the voltage difference between the two posterior electrodes divided by the length of the time window. We computed the correlation using trials in which the target appeared inside the receptive field of the neuron and LFP. As an additional control, we also computed the correlation during the baseline period 100 ms before array presentation. This allowed us to determine the inherent correlations between these signals independent of those elicited by the analysis of the elements in the search arrays. For this analysis, we baseline corrected 250-150 ms before the time window (i.e., 350-250 ms before array presentation).

Control for differences in signal-to-noise ratio. We measured the change in selection time with the number of trials to test whether differences in the signal and noise characteristics of the neural measures could explain observed differences in selection time. Following the methodology of Cohen et al. (2009a),
we characterized the change in selection time as a function of trial number (randomly sampled, with replacement) using an exponential function of the form,

\[ ST = ST_{\text{max+min}} e^{-\frac{n}{\tau}} + ST_{\text{min}}, \]

where \( ST \) is selection time; \( n \) is the number of trials; \( \tau \) is the decay (in units of trials); \( ST_{\text{max+min}} \) is the baseline (ms); and \( ST_{\text{min}} \) (ms) is the asymptote. We optimized parameters to fit \( ST \) as a function of the number of trials individually for each neuron, LFP site, and ERP. If the signal-to-noise ratio is comparable across signals, then the rate of decay, \( \tau \), should not vary across signals. If the timing of selection varies across signals, then the asymptote, \( ST_{\text{min}} \), should vary across signals despite similar rates of decay.

**RESULTS**

*Behavior*

Two monkeys searched for a red or green target stimulus among one, three, or seven distractors of the opposite color (Figure 1A). Both monkeys exhibited behavioral hallmarks of efficient, pop-out visual search. The slopes of RT by set size (i.e., search slopes) were shallow for both monkeys (Figure 1C and Table 1). These search slopes are characteristic of pop-out search in humans (Wolfe 1998) and monkeys (Bichot and Schall 1999). We compared our new efficient search data to previous published data from the same monkeys performing an inefficient search task for a T among L's, and vice versa (Figure 1B; Cohen et al., 2009b). Both monkey’s search slopes were significantly shallower during efficient search (Figure 1C; Table 1). During efficient search, the slope of
percent correct by set size was not significant for monkey Q (0.001 ± 0.002; \( p = 0.43 \); Wilcoxon rank-sum test) and monkey S (-0.004 ± 0.005; \( p = 0.72 \)). These results clearly indicate more efficient processing during pop-out search and demonstrate the low attentional demands of the task. It is the neural basis of this difference in processing efficiency which we turn to next.

**Selection time**

We recorded 102 FEF neurons (48 from monkey S and 54 from monkey Q) that exhibited discharge rate modulations following stimulus presentation or around the time of saccade initiation. This report focuses on the subset of 65/102 neurons (64%) that exhibited spatially tuned visual responses. We also recorded LFP from 141 sites (60 in monkey S and 81 in monkey Q). Of these, 109/141 (77%) exhibited spatially tuned visual responses. The neurons and LFP sites were verified to be in FEF based on low threshold microstimulation (Bruce et al. 1985). During all of these recordings we simultaneously recorded the m-N2pc from EEG electrodes over posterior lateral cortex (Figure 2).

We compared the *selection time*, the time when each signal first reliably signaled the target location, in FEF single-units, FEF LFPs, and the m-N2pc. Figure 2 shows a representative session of simultaneously recorded FEF single-unit spikes, FEF LFPs, and the m-N2pc. All three signals show an initial visual response regardless of the target's location in the visual field. However, each signal evolves over time to discriminate the location of the target stimulus before the saccade is executed. In our example session, the neuron signaled the target
location with an elevated firing rate when the target is inside the RF relative to
when it is outside the RF (165 ms after the presentation of the search array;
Figure 2A). The LFP recorded from the same electrode, signaled the target
location with a greater negativity for the target relative to distractors at
approximately the same time (161 ms; Figure 2B). The m-N2pc signaled the
target location with a greater positivity contralateral to the target, but this
selection did not occur until well after selection by both FEF spikes and LFP (179
ms; Figure 2C).

Figure 3 shows the distribution of selection times for all three signals across
our sample of all FEF neurons, FEF LFPs, and concurrently recorded m-N2pc.
Overall, the m-N2pc selected the target later (mean ± SE, 192 ± 3.9 ms) than
FEF single-unit spikes (160 ± 4.1 ms; \( p < 0.001 \); Wilcoxon rank-sum test) and
FEF LFPs (171 ± 3.9 ms; \( p < 0.001 \); Table 2). This chronology was also
observed when these monkeys performed an inefficient T versus L search task
(Cohen et al., 2009a), but average selection time was later in all three signals
(single-units: 167 ± 3.6 ms, \( p = 0.05 \); LFP: 194 ± 3.2, \( p < 0.001 \); m-N2pc: 202 ±
1.9 ms, \( p < 0.001 \)). In general, the selection time difference between FEF and
the m-N2pc was smaller in monkey Q than monkey S (Table 2). One possible
explanation is that FEF feedback was integrated and processed more efficiently
in the visual cortex of monkey Q, which could explain his superior behavioral
performance (mean RT: 223 ± 3.0 ms; percent correct: 97 ± 0.7%) relative to
monkey S (mean RT: 254 ± 4.2 ms; percent correct: 83 ± 0.1%), and larger
amplitude m-N2pc (4.0 ± 0.47 \( \mu \text{V} \)) relative to monkey S (1.9 ± 0.65 \( \mu \text{V} \)).
Regardless, it is clear that the m-N2pc never preceded selection in FEF for both monkeys, which is inconsistent with a feed-forward hypothesis. Importantly, selection took place well before mean saccadic response time, indicating that all signals selected the target sufficiently early to have played a role in the covert attention processes that precedes saccade execution. Accordingly, the same pattern of results were observed when we computed selection time with all signals aligned on the time of saccade initiation; the m-N2pc selected the target significantly later (-71 ± 8.7 ms relative to saccade) than both FEF single-units (-113 ± 7.9 ms; \( p < 0.01 \)) and LFP (-105 ± 6.0 ms; \( p < 0.01 \)).

Figures 4A and 4B show that the simultaneously recorded FEF single-units and LFPs typically selected the target before the m-N2pc (Table 2). The average difference between the FEF single-unit selection time and m-N2pc selection time was 23 ± 3.4 ms (\( p < 0.001 \); Wilcoxon signed-rank test). The average difference between FEF LFP and m-N2pc selection time was 16 ± 2.5 ms (\( p < 0.001 \)).

When we recomputed selection time using a running ms-by-ms ANOVA (Monosov et al. 2008), the difference between the m-N2pc and FEF single-units and LFPs remained positive and significant (\( p < 0.001 \)), indicating that this result cannot be due to our selection of preferred locations for each signal. This sequence of selection supports the hypothesis that feedback from FEF contributes to the generation of the m-N2pc even during pop-out search.

One potential explanation is that the m-N2pc is delayed relative to FEF because ERPs are summing across neurons with different RFs. To test for this possibility we also computed population selection times based on all FEF single-
units, LFPs, and the m-N2pc conditionalized on whether the target was in the contralateral or ipsilateral hemifield. Analyzed in this way, all three population signals reflect summation across individual signals with different RFs within a hemisphere. Population selection times (±SE, bootstrap, 500 samples) for both FEF single-units (145 ± 18) and LFPs (133 ± 15.8) were still earlier than the m-N2pc (176 ± 27). The population selection time for FEF LFP is earlier than the FEF single-unit selection time because LFP in FEF are more strongly contralaterally biased than single-units (Purcell et al. 2012). It is certain that the contribution of LFPs and single-units to surface ERPs is more complex than simple summation across signals, but this result gives us a degree of confidence that the summation of scattered RFs alone cannot explain our results.

We also compared the relative timing of FEF single-units and LFPs to assess mechanisms of efficient target selection within FEF. During inefficient search tasks, FEF single-units select the target before FEF LFPs (Cohen et al. 2009a; Monosov et al. 2008). However, across the population of signals, the selection time for FEF single-units and LFPs was not significantly different during efficient search (Figure 3; Table 2; $p = 0.40$; Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Likewise, during efficient search, there was no systematic selection time difference between FEF single-units and LFPs recorded simultaneously on the same electrode (Figure 4C; 0.3 ± 5.1 ms; $p = 0.5$; Wilcoxon signed-rank test). We verified that the selection time difference between FEF single-units and LFP was significantly smaller during efficient search relative to inefficient search task (22 ± 3.0 ms; $p < 0.001$). This across-task difference was also evident when selection
time was computed using a running ANOVA method (p < 0.001; Monosov et al. 2008). These results show that when search is efficient, the FEF population activity indexed by the LFPs can discriminate the target location as rapidly as individual single-units in the population.

We measured the latency of the initial visual response in each signal to ensure that the differences in selection time were not a consequence of our recording procedures. For example, maybe all electrophysiological activity is earlier when measuring high-frequency spikes or lower frequency LFPs on the microelectrodes relative to the surface ERPs. However, this was not the case.

Across monkeys, the mean latency (± SE) of the earliest visual response in each neural signal was 68 ± 2.4 ms for FEF neurons, 56 ± 1.6 ms for FEF LFPs, and 68 ± 2.7 ms for the initial visual ERP component (Table 2). These values are consistent with recent reports (Cohen et al. 2009a; Monosov et al. 2008; Pouget et al. 2005). The visual latency of the FEF LFPs was significantly earlier than both FEF neurons and the posterior ERPs (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test), but the mean latency of FEF neurons and posterior ERPs were statistically indistinguishable. The latency of FEF single units is likely similar to the N2pc because the latency of visual responses in FEF is similar to the visual latency of neurons in extrastriate (Schmolesky et al. 1998) and posterior parietal (Andersen et al. 1987) areas thought to contain the electrical fields that directly generate the N2pc. We also computed the selection time during the memory-guided saccade task to ensure that the selection time in the m-N2pc does not consistently trail FEF activity. During the memory-guided saccade task, the mean (±SE) selection
Timing and magnitude of selection during efficient and inefficient search

Previous studies have shown that discrimination of a target from distractors by visually responsive FEF neurons marks the outcome of visual processing for attentional selection (e.g., Thompson et al. 1996, 1997; Sato & Schall 2003). During inefficient search, selection time increases with set size in FEF neurons, LFPs, and the m-N2pc (Bichot et al. 2001b; Cohen et al. 2009a; Cohen et al. 2009b; Sato et al. 2001), which is consistent with delays in the time required to reliably focus attention on the target. Essentially all models of visual attention propose that distractors do not effectively compete for selection during pop-out search (e.g., Duncan and Humphreys 1989; Treisman and Sato 1990; Wolfe 2007). Therefore, if selection time represents an index of attentional allocation, then we would expect it to remain invariant over set size when search is efficient and the target pops out. Indeed, we found that the mean (±SE) slope of selection time by set size during efficient search was not significant for FEF neurons (1.7 ± 1.02 ms/item; p = 0.09), FEF LFP (0.6 ± 0.87 μV/item; p = 0.48), and the m-N2pc (0.9 ± 0.9 μV/item; p = 0.32; linear regression; Figure 5; Table 1). This contrasts sharply with the significant increases in selection time observed during inefficient search for all three signals (FEF single-units: 4.9 ±
1.14 ms/item; \( p < 0.001 \), FEF LFP: 7.3 ± 0.96 μV/item; \( p < 0.001 \), m-N2pc: 3.3 ± 0.49 μV/item; \( p < 0.001 \); Cohen et al., 2009a). The difference in slope of selection time by set size for inefficient search relative to efficient search was significant for all three signals (all \( p < 0.001 \)). This result indicates that selection time increases with the attentional demands of the search task and not simply the number of objects in the visual field.

Previous studies have also found that the amplitude of the N2pc (Luck et al. 1997b; Luck and Hillyard 1994a; 1990) and FEF neurons (Bichot and Schall 1999; Cohen et al. 2009b) depends on attentional demands. During inefficient search, the amplitude of the m-N2pc (Woodman et al. 2007) and FEF neurons (Cohen et al. 2009b) declines with set size. The amplitude of ERP components is related to the variability in the latency (Luck 2005); greater amplitude is expected with lower latency variability and lower amplitude is expected with greater latency variability. Thus, if the latency of the N2pc truly reflects an index of attentional allocation, amplitude should decline with set size during inefficient search when selection time variability increases, but should remain constant with set size during pop-out when selection time variability is constant. We might also expect reductions in the magnitude of the N2pc because the magnitude of discrimination in extrastriate neurons decreases with target salience (e.g., Katsuki and Constantinidis 2012). Indeed, we found that the slope of amplitude by set size during efficient search was not significantly different from 0 for FEF single-units (0.01 ± 0.27 sp/s/item), FEF LFP (-0.01 ± 0.16 μV/item), and m-N2pc (0.04 ± 0.13 μV/item; all \( p > 0.05 \); Figure 6). In contrast, the average slope of
amplitude by set size during inefficient search significantly declined for FEF single-units (-0.59 ± 0.30 sp/s/item; p < 0.05), FEF LFP (-0.35 ± 0.13; p < 0.001), and the m-N2pc (-0.19 ± 0.04; p < 0.001). This resulted in a significantly smaller magnitude of selection for FEF LFPs and the m-N2pc during inefficient search (LFPs: 3.0 ± 0.56 μV; m-N2pc: 2.2 ± 0.15 μV) relative to efficient search (LFPs: 5.1 ± 0.65 μV, p < 0.01; m-N2pc: 3.4 ± 0.47 μV, p < 0.01; Wilcoxon rank-sum test). This pattern of modulation is very similar to effects seen in the human N2pc (Eimer 1996; Luck and Hillyard 1990).

We used a bootstrapping procedure to test whether the reductions in m-N2pc amplitude with set size during inefficient search were due to increases in selection time variability. We randomly sampled, with replacement, from all trials recorded during each set size condition, and computed the selection time for the m-N2pc for this subset of trials. The sample size was matched across conditions. This process was repeated 50 times and the standard deviation (SD) of selection time across samples was used as an index of selection-time variability within that condition. Using this procedure, we found that selection time variability was relatively constant during pop-out search (set size 2: SD = 28; set size 4: SD = 27; set size 8: SD = 28), but increased during TL search (set size 2: SD = 25; set size 4: SD = 31; set size 8: SD = 42). This result suggests that increased variability in selection time is at least one contributing factor to reductions in the amplitude of the m-N2pc during inefficient search. Altogether, these results indicate that selection time and amplitude in FEF neurons are
sensitive to attentional demands and extends these observations to LFPs and
the m-N2pc.

**Trial-by-trial correlation of spike rate, LFP, and ERP amplitude**

The similar pattern of modulation in all three signals suggests that FEF may
be one source of modulations in posterior visual areas that generate the N2pc. If
feedback from FEF is present during pop-out search and influences the neural
mechanisms that generate the m-N2pc, then the trial-by-trial amplitude of FEF
LFPs should covary with posterior ERP amplitude. The mean correlation
between FEF LFP and the m-N2pc was significantly greater than zero (0.53 ±
0.02; \( p < 0.001 \); Wilcoxon signed-rank test) and comparable to values observed
during inefficient search (Cohen et al. 2009a). We verified that the correlation
remained significant when performed on the difference in amplitude between
posterior surface electrodes (Figure 7A; \( r = 0.03 ± 0.009; p < 0.01 \)), which rules
out the possibility that it is simply due to shared noise at the reference.
Moreover, this correlation was absent during the baseline period before array
presentation (\( p = 0.46 \)) and when only distractors were in the receptive field of
the LFP (\( p = 0.20 \)), illustrating both spatial and temporal specificity. It is known
that only the superficial layers of FEF feed back to visual cortex (Pouget et al.
2009), which is a likely reason why some LFP sites show negligible correlations
with the m-N2pc (Figure 7A). While it is possible that this correlation could be
due to either feed-forward or feed-back signals, our observation that selection
emerges first in FEF suggests that it reflects feedback. This interpretation is
supported by studies showing a causal effect of microstimulation and pharamacological inactivation of FEF on neuronal activity in posterior visual areas (Ekstrom et al. 2008; Monosov et al. 2011; Moore and Armstrong 2003). The spike rates of FEF single-units were significantly correlated with LFPs recorded from the same electrode (Figure 7B; \( r = -0.09 \pm 0.008; P < 0.001 \)), which is consistent with the hypothesis that LFPs reflect postsynaptic activity of neurons surrounding the electrode tip. This correlation dropped, but remained significant, when it was performed across electrodes spaced ~1mm apart (\( r = -0.02 \pm 0.008; p < 0.001 \)), suggesting that these units were nearing the edge of the area over which the LFP integrated (Katzner et al. 2009). In contrast, the mean correlation between FEF spiking and the m-N2pc measured at posterior ERP electrodes was not significantly different from zero (Figure 7C; \( r = 0.004, p = 0.61 \)), which is consistent with studies showing a negligible relationship between these electrophysiological signals (Cohen et al. 2009a).

Control for differences in signal-to-noise ratio across measures of neural activity

A potential concern is that the observed differences in selection time across the electrophysiological signals are due to differences in the signal-to-noise properties of each signal. The pattern of target selection times could just be a difference inherent in the neural measures at different spatial scales. In particular, the signal-to-noise characteristics of the spike times of single neurons may be different from the signal-to-noise characteristics of an LFP derived from a weighted average of \( \sim 10^5 \) neurons within \( \sim 1 \text{ mm}^2 \) of the electrode tip (Katzner et
al. 2009) and from the signal-to-noise characteristics of an ERP component derived from a weighted average of many cm of cortex (Nunez and Srinivasan 2006) It may be that through summation, the LFPs and ERPs become more reliable measures, or the summation may introduce more noise into the LFP and ERP. Following Cohen et al. (2009a), we reasoned that the signal-to-noise characteristics of each neural signal will determine how increasing trial numbers affects the reliability with which the target can be discriminated (see also Bichot et al. 2001b). We fit an exponential curve to selection times as a function of trial number measured from FEF neurons, LFP, and the m-N2pc. The average number of trials per session was greater than the number of trials necessary for all signals to reach asymptote (Figure 8A, black point). The rate of decay, $\tau$, was statistically indistinguishable for neurons (101 ± 26.4; median ± SE), LFP (139 ± 33.0), and the m-N2pc (129 ± 24.9; Figure 8B; all $p > 0.09$; Wilcoxon rank-sum test). In a previous study of inefficient search (Cohen et al. 2009a), the corresponding values were 94 ± 14.2, 144 ± 21.7, and 97 ± 17.5 for neurons, LFP, and the m-N2pc, respectively (all $p > 0.14$). This result is consistent with the comparable confidence intervals that are apparent in Figure 2. However, the level at which selection time reached asymptote was lowest for neurons (138 ± 4.3), followed by LFP (150 ± 4.2), and latest by the m-N2pc (180 ± 4.0; Figure 8C; all $p < 0.05$, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). This result is consistent with the ordering of selection times reported above (Figure 3). In a previous study of inefficient search (Cohen et al. 2009a), the corresponding values were 151 ± 3.2, 172 ± 5.2, and 188 ± 2.7 for neurons, LFP, and the m-N2pc, respectively (all $p <$
Thus, we can conclude that the timing differences across the signals are not due to different signal-to-noise characteristics of the neural measures.

**DISCUSSION**

To understand the neural mechanisms that generate attention-related ERPs, we recorded the macaque homologue of the N2pc component simultaneously with single-unit spiking and LFPs in FEF. We asked how the timing of selection in all three signals depends on the attentional demands of the task by directly comparing the timing of selection during an efficient pop-out search task with an inefficient form search task (Cohen et al. 2009a). We showed that both the timing and magnitude of selection in all three signals depends on the attentional demands of the task. However, selection was evident in FEF before the m-N2pc regardless of search efficiency. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that the primate N2pc is due to feedback from higher cortical areas, even when bottom-up salience is sufficient for task performance. These results also inform us about the neural mechanisms that generate the N2pc and constrain theories of visual attention.

**Comparison of human and macaque N2pc**

Before we consider the relevance of our findings to the study of human ERPs, we must first ask whether the macaque m-N2pc indexes the same cognitive operations as the human N2pc. The m-N2pc satisfies several established criteria for across-species homology (Woodman 2011). Previous
studies have shown that the spatial distribution of the N2pc is maximal over posterior electrodes in both humans (Luck and Hillyard 1994a) and monkeys (Cohen et al. 2009a; Woodman et al. 2007). In addition, previous studies have found that the latency of the N2pc increases with set size in both humans (Luck and Hillyard 1990) and monkeys (Woodman et al. 2007) when search is inefficient. We found that the latency and amplitude of the macaque N2pc (m-N2pc) are insensitive to changes in set size during efficient pop-out search, which is consistent with an index of attentional demands and not simply the number of objects on the screen. We also found that the amplitude of the m-N2pc is greatest during efficient search, which is observed with the human N2pc (Eimer 1996). Thus, the m-N2pc satisfies multiple criteria for homology including a similar spatial distribution, task dependence, and timing. Our findings provide new support for this across-species homology.

One notable across-species difference is that the polarity of the N2pc is reversed. Humans show a contralateral negativity and monkeys show a contralateral positivity. This is likely due to differences in cortical folding in posterior visual areas across the species. For example, macaque V4 is located on the surface of the prelunate gyrus (Zeki 1971), but the human homologue spans several sulci (Orban et al. 2004). Another potential across-species difference is that several studies of the human N2pc have reported increases in amplitude with attentional demands (Hopf et al. 2002; Luck et al. 1997b), whereas we observed declines in the m-N2pc. This is likely due to differences in task design rather than species. In humans, this effect is observed when targets
and distractors are tightly grouped in a limited portion of the visual field. In contrast, when stimuli are well spaced across hemifields as in our monkey studies, amplitude decreases with additional stimuli (Eimer 1996). Future experiments that compare the N2pc observed in humans and monkeys under identical experimental design (e.g., Godlove et al. 2011a; Reinhart et al. 2012a; Reinhart et al. 2012b) can further establish the homology across species.

The origin and interpretation of the N2pc

We found that the pattern of modulation in FEF LFP and the N2pc were similar during inefficient and efficient visual search and the signals were correlated on a trial-by-trial basis. This suggests that FEF is influencing the generation of the N2pc, but it seems unlikely that the contribution is direct. First, voltage distributions, current source density topography, and dipole source modeling suggests that the dipole seen as the N2pc on the scalp originates in posterior visual cortex in humans (Hopf et al. 2004; Hopf et al. 2000; Luck et al. 1997a) and monkeys (Cohen et al. 2009a; Woodman et al. 2007; Young et al. 2011). Second, the timing differences that we observed seem inconsistent with identification of FEF as the direct neural generator because extracranial EEG is not delayed relative to intracranial synaptic activity (Givre et al. 1994; Nunez and Srinivasan 2006). However, both the human and the macaque N2pc is not observed at anterior electrodes near FEF (Woodman et al. 2007; Cohen et al. 2009). How can this be? Two possibilities are consistent with what we assume occurring in the working brain. First, the electrical fields generated in FEF might
be actively canceled by electric fields of the opposite polarity in nearby cortical areas. Second, it is possible that the dipole is simply oriented parallel to the skull such that it does not produce an observable extracranial signal. Future recordings from multiple intracranial electrodes will provide more detailed information about the configuration of the electrical fields in prefrontal cortex and distinguish between these explanations.

Instead, these observations are consistent with the hypothesis that FEF is part of a frontal-parietal network involved in driving attentional shifts in posterior visual areas thought to generate the m-N2pc (Corbetta 1998). FEF is part of a distributed network of structures shown to encode a representation of visual salience for guiding attentional deployments (Thompson and Bichot 2005). Our observation that activity in FEF modulates concurrently with the m-N2pc during both efficient and inefficient search suggests that this network is engaged regardless of search efficiency. Some studies have questioned the need for an influence of frontal structures during efficient search tasks based on BOLD responses (Leonards et al. 2000) and effects of transcranial magnetic stimulation (Muggleton et al. 2003) in prefrontal areas during inefficient, but not efficient search. However, these results are inconsistent with findings from monkey studies showing that reversible inactivation of FEF with the GABA agonist muscimol impairs performance on pop-out search tasks (Monosov and Thompson 2009; Wardak et al. 2006). In addition, other studies report comparable BOLD activation in human (Anderson et al. 2007) and monkey (Wardak et al. 2010) FEF irrespective of search efficiency. Thus, our results add
to converging evidence suggesting that FEF plays an important role in processing visual targets even during efficient search tasks.

Our results also inform the interpretation of the cognitive processes indexed by the primate N2pc. The degree to which the human N2pc reflects the initial spatial selection of a target or post-selection processing has been unclear (Eimer and Kiss 2010; Theeuwes 2010). Our data place clear limits on the degree to which the latency of the N2pc can be interpreted as the time of initial spatial selection because the N2pc followed selection in prefrontal cortex even during an efficient search task that required minimal feature analysis. One limitation of the current task design is that the singleton was always task relevant, and therefore we cannot make strong claims about the relative timing of selectivity based on pure bottom-up physical salience. However, our results are consistent with a growing body of work demonstrating the sensitivity of the N2pc to top-down factors and extend that work by suggesting that FEF is a likely source of this top-down modulation. When a color singleton is not task relevant, the N2pc is small or absent (Eimer et al. 2009; Luck and Hillyard 1994a) and selectivity in FEF is minimal (Bichot et al. 2001a). The N2pc is also sensitive to rewards associated with target localization and identification (Kiss et al. 2009), as are FEF neurons (Ding and Hikosaka 2006). Lastly, trial history and experience influence both the N2pc (An et al. 2012; Eimer et al. 2010) and FEF neurons (Bichot and Schall 1999; 2002; Bichot et al. 1996). The same FEF neurons that are modulated by these top-down factors project to earlier visual areas thought to generate the
N2pc (Pouget et al. 2009), which is consistent with the hypothesis that FEF is the source of these modulations.

Relation to previous studies of attentional selection across cortex

Several recent studies have investigated the timing of attentional selection across cortex using paired intracranial recordings. Zhou and Desimone (2011) observed earlier selection in FEF neurons relative to V4 neurons during an inefficient conjunction search tasks. Similarly, during inefficient conjunction search, Buschman & Miller (2007) observed earlier selection in FEF and dorsolateral prefrontal neurons. In addition, Monosov et al., (2010) found that FEF neurons exhibited significant spatial selectivity before IT neurons exhibited significant object selectivity during a difficult search and identification task. Thus, converging evidence supports the hypothesis that attentional selection in FEF neurons precedes attentional selection in several earlier visual areas when tasks are attentionally demanding (see also Cohen et al. 2009a), but findings during efficient pop-out search are less consistent. One study found that selectivity in lateral intraparietal area precedes selectivity in FEF and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during pop-out search (Buschman and Miller 2007), but a recent study found the opposite; frontal areas selected before parietal areas during pop-out (Katsuki and Constantinidis 2012). In addition, studies using nearly identical task designs and analytical methods found that both FEF and LIP select the location of a color singleton at approximately the same time (Thomas and Pare 2007; Thompson et al. 1996). Our observation that the m-N2pc selects the target
location later than FEF is consistent with studies suggesting that FEF selectivity precedes selectivity in early visual areas, but it is important to note that ERPs cannot be regarded as a direct proxy for underlying neural activity. ERPs are thought to reflect the summation of synchronous activity across many centimeters of cortex (Nunez and Srinivasan 2006), and the N2pc likely reflects attentional selection across multiple visual areas. Thus, additional simultaneous recordings in frontal and parietal areas will be necessary to conclusively determine the degree to which the timing of selection across neurons in different cortical areas depends on task demands.

In addition to our observations regarding the timing relationship between FEF and the m-N2pc, we also observed differences in the relative timing of selection in FEF single-units and LFP depending on the attentional demands of the task. Previous studies have found that FEF LFPs select the target later than FEF single-units (Cohen et al. 2009a; Monosov et al. 2008). We found that the delay in selection time between FEF single-units and LFPs was absent during pop-out. LFPs reflect the synaptic activity of thousands of neurons surrounding the electrode tip (Katzner et al. 2009; Mitzdorf 1985), whereas spiking activity reflects only a single neuron. Therefore, one interpretation of this result is that the population of FEF neurons contributing to the LFP reached a consensus about target identity more efficiently during pop-out. The absence of a delay between selection in FEF single-units and LFP was unexpected given a previous report showing a significant delay between the two signals in one monkey performing a covert pop-out search task in which target location was reported via
lever turn (Monosov et al. 2008). Covert visual search requires active suppression of saccade generating neurons in FEF (Thompson et al. 2005), which could have postponed LFP selectivity. In line with the present findings, another interpretation is that the delayed LFP selection time relative to single-units during covert search reflects the increased attentional demands required to map target location to the lever turn.

Relation to theories of visual search and attention

Early models of visual attention proposed that targets that could be distinguished by a single feature could be localized “pre-attentively” solely through bottom-up selection of local feature differences (Itti and Koch 2001; Treisman and Gelade 1980). Other studies have shown that prior knowledge and expectation have a strong influence on pop-out performance (Joseph et al. 1997; Maljkovic and Nakayama 1994; Treisman and Gormican 1988). Our finding that an attentional control area, FEF, contributes to the generation of the N2pc during efficient search is consistent with theories of visual attention that propose no strong dichotomy between efficient and inefficient search (Bundesen et al. 2005; Desimone and Duncan 1995; Treisman and Sato 1990; Wolfe 2007). This result is consistent with a recent study which found that the enhanced response of V4 neurons to a pop-out stimulus is eliminated when attention is directed elsewhere in the visual field (Burrows and Moore 2009). Thus, our findings add to behavioral and neurophysiological evidence that top-down input from frontal cortex may guide attentional selection even during pop-out search.
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**FIGURE CAPTIONS**

**Figure 1.** Visual search task and behavior.  
A, After fixating for a variable delay, a search array appeared consisting of one target (e.g., green disk) and 1, 3, or 7 distractors (e.g., red disks). Monkeys were required to make a single saccade to the target for reward. Target identity varied across sessions.  
B, We directly compared our new results from efficient pop-out search with previously published data collected from the same monkeys performing an inefficient visual search task (Cohen et al. 2009a). All procedures were identical to efficient search except that the monkeys searched for a T versus L (or vice versa).  
C, mean response time (RT) to the target as a function of set size for both search tasks. Error bars represent SE around the mean of the session means. Asterisks indicate significant differences in slope across tasks (*** for \( p < 0.001 \)).

**Figure 2.** Target selection during a representative session.  
Average activity of one neuron (A), LFP site (B), and ERP over visual cortex (C) when the search target was inside (dark) and opposite (light) the receptive field (or preferred location) of the signal. Bands around average activity indicate 95% confidence intervals. Vertical lines indicate selection time when the two curves became significantly different. Bands around selection time indicate SE estimated using a bootstrap procedure (100 samples). Solid triangle indicates mean response time for this session.
Figure 3. Population selection times for each type of signal. Cumulative distributions of selection times measured from intracranial FEF single-unit spiking (blue), FEF LFPs (green), and the posterior m-N2pc (red) during pop-out search. Selection precedes saccadic response time (RT, dashed grey line).

Figure 4. Within-session selection time differences across signals. Differences between selection time measured from simultaneously recorded m-N2pc and FEF single-unit spikes (A), mN2pc and FEF LFPs (B), and FEF LFPs and single-unit spikes (C). The solid vertical line indicates the mean of the distribution. The dashed vertical line indicates zero. Asterisks indicate significant differences from zero (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, *** for $p < 0.001$; n.s. for nonsignificant).

Figure 5. Average selection time for FEF single-unit spikes (top), FEF LFPs (middle), and m-N2pc (bottom) at each set size. Asterisks indicate significant difference in slope across efficient (pop-out) and inefficient (T versus L) search (multiple linear regression; * for $p < 0.05$; ** for $p < 0.01$; *** for $p < 0.001$). Error bars indicate SE.

Figure 6. Average magnitude of selection (response amplitude when the target was in the preferred location of the signal minus the response amplitude when a distractor was in the preferred location) for FEF single-unit spikes, FEF LFPs, and the m-N2pc at each set size. Conventions as in Figure 5.
Figure 7. Trial-by-trial correlations between FEF LFP amplitude and the amplitude difference between posterior EEG electrodes (A), between FEF LFP amplitude and FEF single-unit firing rate recorded on the same electrode (B), and between FEF single-unit firing rate and the amplitude difference between posterior EEG electrodes (C). Asterisks indicate significance from zero, indicated by the vertical dashed line (Wilcoxon rank-sum; n.s. for nonsignificance; ** for $p < 0.01$; *** for $p < 0.001$).

Figure 8. Selection time by number of trials. A: average selection time as a function of number of trials (randomly sampled, with replacement) across recordings of FEF single-units (blue), LFP (green), and m-N2pc (red). The black point (with SE line) indicates the average number of trials in our data set. B: decay parameter ($\tau$) estimates from exponential fits to the selection time by number of trials. C: asymptote parameter ($T_{ST\min}$) estimates from the exponential fits plotted in B.

Table 1. Response time and selection time search slopes, in ms/items, for each neural signal during efficient (pop-out) and inefficient visual search. Values are slope of linear regression ± SE. Asterisks indicate significant slope coefficient for set size: *$p < 0.05$; **$p < 0.01$; ***$p < 0.001$. Pairwise comparisons indicate significant interaction term for set size and task. Inefficient search data have been previously described (Cohen et al., 2009a).
Table 2. Comparisons of selection time and latency of visual onset across signals during efficient (pop-out) search. Values are means ± SE. Brackets with asterisks indicate significant differences between signals (Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Asterisks alone indicate significant difference from zero (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). * for $P < 0.05$; ** for $P < 0.001$. 
Table 1. *Response time and selection time search slopes, in ms/items, for each neural signal during efficient (pop-out) and inefficient visual search.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Monkey Q</th>
<th>Monkey S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response time</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inefficient</td>
<td>22.6 ± 1.6 ***</td>
<td>10.5 ± 1.4 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.8 *</td>
<td>0.7 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FEF single-units</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inefficient</td>
<td>4.6 ± 1.5 ***</td>
<td>5.3 ± 1.7 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>1.2 ± 1.1</td>
<td>2.3 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FEF LFP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inefficient</td>
<td>8.2 ± 1.4 ***</td>
<td>6.3 ± 1.3 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>1.1 ± 1.0</td>
<td>0.4 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>m-N2pc</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inefficient</td>
<td>9.7 ± 0.5 ***</td>
<td>6.2 ± 0.9 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>0.9 ± 1.0</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are slope of linear regression ± SE. Asterisks indicate significant slope coefficient for set size: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. Pairwise comparisons indicate significant interaction term for set size and task. Inefficient search data have been previously described (Cohen et al., 2009a).
Table 2. Comparisons of target selection time and latency of visual onset across signals during efficient (pop-out) search.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Monkey Q</th>
<th>Monkey S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visual onset time, ms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-units</td>
<td>71 ± 3.8</td>
<td>66 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFP</td>
<td>52 ± 1.9</td>
<td>61 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP</td>
<td>67 ± 3.1</td>
<td>68 ± 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Selection time, ms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-units</td>
<td>155 ± 4.2</td>
<td>160 ± 5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFP</td>
<td>160 ± 3.7</td>
<td>167 ± 6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP</td>
<td>168 ± 4.1</td>
<td>203 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Selection time difference</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP - Single-units</td>
<td>9 ± 4.3</td>
<td>39 ± 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP - LFP</td>
<td>6 ± 2.6</td>
<td>31 ± 4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFP - Single-units</td>
<td>3 ± 3.2</td>
<td>8 ± 4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE. Brackets with asterisks indicate significant differences between signals (Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Asterisks alone indicate significant difference from zero (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). * for P < 0.05; ** for P < 0.001
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Panel A: Graph showing selection time (ms) against the number of trials.

Panel B: Box plot showing decay parameter $\tau$ across different conditions.

Panel C: Box plot showing $T_{ST_{min}}$ for Neuron, LFP, and m-N2pc conditions.